
 
COMMENT 
 

EXPORTING DETAINEES 
 
NO GOVERNMENT ABIDES BY   the rule of law in interrogating terrorist suspects. Law does not 
allow any scope for torturing in a democracy. But democracy is only for the privileged. As for the 
underprivileged who show audacity from time to time to protest against the system, the 
authorities resort to frequent torturing technique to silence the voice of the voiceless. After ‘Abu 
Gharaib’, the world now knows what torture in custody means. Nearer home the way naxalities 
are being tortured in police lock ups and detention centres, is no less bone-chilling. And the rule 
of law does not apply to them. 
 

But torture by third parties is a new phenomenon, thanks to American efforts to globalise 
torture machine. Even American allies now admit that the US is the main culprit in the damage 
done to human rights standards in the war on terror. Since the US administration declared its war 
on terror after the attacks on 11 September 2001, human rights bodies including those based in 
America, have been questioning many aspects of the US strategy and called on Bush to uphold 
human rights standards. But the Bushes are not listening. Nor would they change their course of 
action in the future. 

 
The recent disclosure concerning secret CIA flights of detainees has damaged some European 

governments’ credibility, albeit Europe did not go the whole hog along with America in tackling 
‘terrorists’ in custody. 

 
In August 2004, long before the the current discussion about CIA flights, a report by the US-

based Human Rights First listed more than 30 secret locations where the US military and CIA 
were keeping detainees. In a November 2005 story, the Washington Post, revealed secret 
detention camps of the US secret service in counrties, including Jordan, Thailand and some East 
European countries. The days are not far when Washington may offer doles to some third world 
governments to build more jails and serve as contractors to house ‘‘terrorists’’ captured by 
America. 

 
Human Rights Watch once alleged that there was reason to believe that detainees had been 

flown to Poland and Romania. The CIA has been secretly transferring detainees to many East 
European countires for long. Not very long ago German Home Minister Wolfgang Schauble 
admitted that German officials took part in interrogations of a German-Syrian taken to Syria. 
That the CIA is working in close collaboration with Germany’s secret service Bundesna-
chrichtendienst, is a fact of life. 

 
Detainees are treated as hazardous wastes and they can now be exported like any cargo. Third 

parties are being increasingly utilised by the CIA to create a chain of detention barracks across the 
globe. In truth torturing seems to be getting globalised. ????

 
 


